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Abstract
The e-governance is a new technology where information technology 
(IT) driven platform guides government to make information easily 
available to its citizens. Many projects are developed with the 
help of this technology. IT reinvents the government and makes 
it more transparent. The deep analysis of these projects shows that 
these technologies are having many strengths and weaknesses. 
This paper reviews the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats (SWOT analysis of e-governance projects implemented 
in India. Not only that people interests in learning IT skills and 
getting good structural jobs strengthen the use of IT, but there 
are many weaknesses in utility of IT services because of local 
language, lack of awareness of public services, illiteracy, skill 
shortage, competition with private sector, brain drain of IT skilled 
people after training, influence of other culture, resistance of people 
digital divide, corruption, bureaucracy, maintaining disorder and 
no transparency like problems. As this technology is low cost and 
thus it makes e-governance more relevant to (a poor country) while 
compared with many developed countries.
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I. Introduction
E-governance is a new technology in use for increasing the efficiency 
of the governments working. This IT driven platform guides the 
governments to make information easily available to its citizens 
and stake holders. With the help of e-governance the population is 
provided transparency, effectiveness and efficiency in delivering 
services. These factors are helpful in making the processes of 
e-governance successful and understandable. E-governance is 
not only the propagation of computer but also a political decision 
which maintains the discipline, change the behaviors in officers 
and employees. E-government is considered the most powerful 
tool to exchange the information in various social parts of any 
developing country. 

II. E-government
E-Government is a multidimensional and complex concept. 
Several people have defined e-Governance differently. The crucial 
element of all the definitions is the use of ICT tools to make 
governing activities transparent and administer interrelationship 
with the customers and the business community. The success of 
e-government initiatives and processes are highly dependent on 
government’s role in ensuring a proper legal framework for their 
operations. The legal recognition of digital signatures is necessary if 
they are to be used in e-government for the submission of electronic 
forms containing sensitive personal or financial information 
(Valentina, 2004).
The target of e-Government focuses on four main groups viz. 
citizens, businesses, governments and employees. The electronic 
transactions and interactions between government and each 
group constitute the e-Government web of relationships. The 
respective four main blocks of e-government are Government to 
Citizens (G2C), Government to Business (G2B), Government to 
Government (G2G) and Government to Employees (G2E).

Government to Citizen: deals with the relationship between 
government and citizens. E-Government allows government 
agencies to talk, listen, relate and continuously communicate with 
their citizens, supporting, accountability, and democracy. G2C 
allows customers to access government information and services 
instantly, conveniently, from everywhere, by use of multiple 
channels (PC, Web TV, mobile phone or wireless device). It also 
enables and reinforces their participation in local community life 
(Riley, 2001).
Government to Business: consists of electronic interactions 
between government agencies and private businesses. The business 
organizations are conducting business-to-business e-commerce 
activities in order to lower their costs and improve inventory control. 
The opportunity to conduct online transactions with government 
reduces red tape and simplifies regulatory processes. This activity 
helps businesses to become more competitive (Fang, 2002).
Government to Government: refers to the relationship between 
government organizations for example national, regional and 
local governmental organizations. Online communication and 
cooperation allows government agencies and departments to share 
databases, resources, pool skills and capabilities. This enhances the 
efficiency and effectiveness of the processes (Riley, 2001).
Government to Employees: refers to the relationship between 
government and its employees. G2E is an effective way to provide 
e-learning, bring employees together and to promote knowledge 
sharing amongst them. It gives employees the possibility of 
accessing relevant information regarding: compensation and benefit 
policies, training and learning opportunities, civil rights laws, etc. 
G2E refers to encouraging the implementation of government goals 
and programs as well as human resource management, budgeting 
and accounting (Riley, 2001).

III. Rural E-governance
Punjab is an agriculture dominating state and by providing 
government services according to farmers’ need, that will benefit 
the population a lot. Punjab has been ranked 16th and 5th on 
the basis of satisfaction and e-readiness level, respectively. But, 
this data depend on the feedback from the urban population. Of 
course, Punjab government is implementing e-governance in a 
rapid manner. The projects initiated by the state government are: 
State Wide Area Network (SWAN), State Data Centers (SDC) at 
state and district level, common service centre like SUWIDHA 
centers through web portals. The web portals act as a window to 
the various services and are beneficial not only to the government 
but also to its citizens (Singh V et al, 2011).
There is no doubt that e-Governance has increased transparency, 
efficiency in providing government services and some state 
governments have achieved good ranks in benchmark tables. 
Various key elements for checking effectiveness of web portals 
considered are ease of navigation, usability, accessibility and 
functionality.
ICT can improve living standards of people in remote and rural 
areas by providing important commercial, social and educational 
benefits. The objective of the center government for e-Governance 
implementation to cover 135 million rural poor is a very complex 
process. Huge amounts have been disbursed to the state governments 
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to implement e-governance project and bridge the digital gap since 
last ten years (Charru, 2007).

A. E-Governance Challenges for Government
“GOOD GOVERNANCE” is the process of decision-making and 
the process by which decisions are implemented. Governance 
can be used in several contexts such as corporate governance, 
international governance, national governance, local governance. 
It encompasses the entire process of public administration, 
the process underlying the formulation of public policies, the 
HRD efforts required for re-skilling the government machinery, 
prioritization, efficient management of public resources and above 
all re-designing the various instruments used to realize the concept 
of a welfare state (Chandan Singh,2011).

1. Key Challenges
The key challenges with electronic governance are not technology 
or internet issues but with organization issues like

Redefining rules and procedures• 
Information transparency• 
Legal issues• 
Infrastructure, skill and awareness• 
Access to right information• 
Interdepartmental collaboration• 
Tendency to resist the changes in work culture• 
Assessment of local needs and customizing e-Governance • 
solution to meet those needs
Connectivity• 
Content (local content based on local language)• 
Building human capacities• 
E-commerce• 
Sustainability• 

2. Environmental Challenges

Social Aspects

Strengths Weaknesses

People eager to • 
learn IT skills Basic education poor• 

Skilled people • Low literacy• 

Possible export • 
products IT literacy• 

Different languages• 

Public acceptance of self • 
service models

Skill shortage: competition • 
with private sector

Opportunities Threats

Employment increases Brain drain IT skilled people after 
training

Education system 
improve Influence of other culture

People get structural 
job Resistance of people

Cheap manpower 
widely available

Digital divide

Political Aspects

Strength Weakness

Combination with 
democratization 
reforms

Budget

Internet as pull factor Lack of cyber laws

Modern image No problem owner with in 
government

Slow decision making process

Hierarchical structures

Short term approach due to 
elections

Opportunities Threats

Raise external funding Bureaucracy

Show competitive 
edge Piracy, misuse

Transparency causes Corruption

Natural change of 
processes

Maintaining disorder, no 
transparency

Reinvent government Political instability, Resistance

(i). Technology and Tested
Technology tends to get outdated very fast. Government may not 
be in a position to buy new tools every year. It is better and safer 
to use tried, tested technologies and products for longer periods 
of time than the new one.

(ii). Scale
E-governance projects have to be designed from day one to scale. 
Government is supposed to affect every citizen; even the largest of 
corporate applications light into insignificance in comparison.

(iii). Scope
Governance is the mother of all businesses, and it is easy for every 
e-governance application, encompassing everything possible. 
Remember that the first step in creating a good application is to 
define its scope very well. Everything else comes later.

(iv). Terrain
Corporate network reside on reliable and controlled network. 
Governance networks have to go into all sorts of inhospitable 
areas. It is going to be prohibitively costly to wire up all the villages 
in the country. So, governance system will have to use wireless 
networks like existing cellular network to reach the application 
into remote areas irrespective of the terrain.

(v). Permanency
Enterprise data has a limited lifetime. Banks go longer, but 
governance system has to retain data and the transaction trail for 
immemorial. A good example is land records, where we already 
have more than a century’s worth of mutation information.
Therefore, as technologies change and as system are overhauled, 
care should be taken to ensure than the data in the system are 
transferred and available without errors.
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(vi). Local Challenges
Enterprise application in India is written in English; and so is 
the e-governance application. If e-governance has to gain mass 
acceptance, then that has to change.
Governance has to be in local languages. And the application 
for enabling governance has to be in the local language, often in 
multiple local languages. ?

(vii). Lack of Integrated Services
Most of the E-governance services being offered by state or 
central governments are not integrated with each other. This 
can mainly be attributed to Lack of Communication between 
different Departments. So the information that resides with one 
department has no or very little meaning to some other departments 
of government.

(viii). Lack of Key Persons
E-Governance projects lack key persons, not only from 
technological aspect, but from other aspects as well.

(ix). Population
This is probably the highest challenge. Apart from the being an 
assets to the country it offers some unique issues, an important 
one being establishing personal identities. There is no system of 
unique identity of a person in India. Apart from this measuring the 
population, keeping the database of all Indian nationals (keeping 
it updated) is some other related challenges.

(x). Different Languages
Challenge due to the diversity in the country. It enforces need do 
governance (up to certain Level), in local languages. Ensuring 
E-governance in local languages is a big task to achieve.

IV. Future Scope
E-governance is a latest technology that has reached for 
governments all over the world. India is one of the countries 
where this type of office show to be very but surely sparkling. 
Most pilot projects are successful. Evaluation of e-governance 
services is low cost. This makes e-governance more relevant to 
(a poor country) comparison to many developed countries.
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